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Review – The Peanut Butter Falcon 

 

 

Good – 15  

 

 

OK – 7  

   

• It was good, and as Ian Barton correctly described, a feel good film. 

• Heart-warming, buddy road movie, well-performed. Great landscapes and 

soundtrack too. 

• A wonderfully life enhancing perspective on people with Down's Syndrome and a 

well-chosen soundtrack. 

• An interesting film. Good to see a disabled person in a starring role. 

• Nice change to have someone with Down’s Syndrome as a central character 

 

• The horrid world alas more 

believable than a hopeful 

parable (easier in writing than 

film?). 

• I found it hard to understand 
some of the dialogue at times. It 
was a nice story though. 
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rather than a bit part. Interesting contrast between Zak and Tyler.  Zak being 

perceived as not capable of deciding for himself and virtually kept a prisoner 

despite his dreams .  Tyler  is  free to make all sorts of disastrous choices.  The 

developing relationship between the 2 men worked well. 

• We enjoyed the film and as we didn’t know what to expect it was a pleasant 

surprise. Guess it does fall into the feelgood category! 

• Very much enjoyed 'The Peanut Butter Falcon'.  Difficult to follow dialogue at 

times but story easy enough to follow in spite of this. Great to see a young man 

with a disability succeed in following a dream.  Hope it can happen in the real 

world. 

• Brilliant film! Thank you for showing it! 

• A bit sentimental but very enjoyable with good performances from the three 

principals. Hope Zack gets some more roles. 

•  I enjoyed the film although couldn't catch all the dialogue. It was a bit simplistic 

as far as realism goes. Zach coped very well without shoes, his feet didn't even 

bleed, without regular meals or his medication, he didn't get sunburn either ! 

However the relationships built well, it was a good story with interesting 

characters and Zach was delightful. I would watch it again. 

• Fascinating to see a 

disadvantaged person playing 

themselves. The 3 main 

characters were well-drawn and 

acted; but it seemed a trifle twee 

at times. And why do films set in 

the southern states of the USA 

have to be violent - very sad if 

this still reflects the true nature 

of the citizens. Scenery was 

great;. Difficult to 

hear/understand the speech 

sometimes. 

• I thought the film an interesting 

experiment with some good 

moments. 

• OK but a bit of a tall story!  

 


